The Oera Linda Book and The Snow Queen: Two Destinies of One Myth

This article features globalization in its two forms: natural globalization and artificial globalization. The need of natural globalization becomes more obvious taking into account the growth of challenge to the humankind. Artificial globalization nowadays is provided by westernization. Influence of globalization is more obvious at the mental than at the physical level, construction of the historical past and its mythologization played major roles in the course of globalization. Different relations between ideology and myth can be traced on the example of the destinies of two works, in which almost the same idea of the world order is represented. These are “The Oera Linda Book” and “The Snow Queen”. As a part of the study, seven invariants of the fairy tale by H.C. Andersen were analyzed. The carried-out analysis is based on a hypothesis that artificial globalization influences mythology of certain cultures, distorting it for own needs, resorting to different methods for different forms of the myth representation. So, myths in their pure form, demanded by the adult representatives of culture, are subjected to criticism, they are charged of falsification. The ultimate goal of such an influence is to bury the myth in oblivion as false. The myth that is represented in the reduced art form for children’s audience has the changed plot basis and in this new form it is subjected to maximum replication to substitute the original version in a period of time.
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An analysis of composition and quantitative distribution of foraminifera in bottom sediments collected in the Deryugin Basin (the Sea of Okhotsk) has demonstrated that specific foraminiferal assemblages at the depths of ...
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The paper analyses the notes of Boris Petrovich Sheremetev, general field marshal, the diplomat of Peter I era, about his travel to Europe. These notes are a monument of the Russian fiction at the turn of the 17th–18th ...
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This paper deals with the recurring plots of violence, shown in the novels “The Last Term” and “Ivan’s daughter, Ivan’s mother”. In the first narrative the violence plot is not realized, the episode is minor, it does not ...
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A new approach to understanding ideological and philosophical structure of M. Gorky’s play «The Lower Depths» (1902) is offered in the article. According to the analysis, it is not a dualistic opposition of the concepts ...
The Oera Linda Book book. Read 6 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. The Oera Linda Book has a long and controversial history. Most p... The Wiccan myth that secret pagan knowledge was passed down from generation to generation to today comes largely from the Oera Linda Book. The idea that Europe was dominated by Goddess worship, until a male sky God cult invaded our homeland and suppressed the original feminist society comes from the Oera Linda Book. The last two sections of the Oera Linda Book, the writings of Konered and Beden, contain a number of lacunae and the book itself breaks off in mid-sentence. The Oera Linda Book is a literary hoax. Are there actually people who think it is authentic? As previously mentioned whilst we have not found any proofs one way or the other , a search continues.however it seems you could be a boon.as you have stated “The Oera Linda Book is a literary hoax”. Pursuant to your request, I have the honor you as my particular belief to impart that the paper of the Oera Linda paper book is not from old age. Ik herken daarin duidelijk: gevergeerd machinaal papier omstreeks 30 jaren oud en zou meenen dat het afkomstig was van de fabriek der heeren Tielens en Schrammen te Maastricht. I recognize it clear: Laid paper machine about 30 years old and would think that it came from the factory of Messrs Tielens and Scrapes Maastricht. The oera linda book. By wiliam r. sandbach. 1876. The Oera Linda Book By William R. Sandbach. This edition was created and published by Global Grey. ©GlobalGrey 2018. This doubt remained until I had examined carefully-executed facsimiles of two fragments, and afterwards of the whole manuscript— the first sight of which convinced me of the great age of the document. Immediately occurred to me Caesar's remark upon the writing of the Gauls and the Helvetians in his "Bello Gallico" (i. 29, and vi. 14), "Græcis utuntur literis," though it appears in v. 48 that they were not entirely Greek letters. Caesar thus points out only a resemblance—and a very true one—as the writing, which does not altogether correspond with any.